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A COEFFICIENT INEQUALITY FOR CERTAIN
MEROMORPHIC UNIVALENT FUNCTIONS

BY YOSHIHISA KUBOTA

1. Let Σo denote the class of functions g{z) univalent in U I > 1 , regular
apart from a simple pole at the point at infinity and having the expansion at
that point

(1) g(z)=z+Έbn3Γn.
7 1 = 1

Garabedian and Schiffer [1] obtained the sharp estimate \bs\ ^(l+2e~ 6)/2 and
at the same time they remarked that if all the coefficients bn of g(z) are real
then b8^l/2. Further Jenkins [5] proved that if bj=O for j<n then \b2n+1\^
(n+l)" 1 [ l+2exp{-(2n+4)/n}] and that if bj=O for ; < ( n - l ) / 2 then \bn\^

In this paper we shall be concerned with the coefficient b5 and we shall
prove

THEOREM. // all the coefficients bn of g(z) are real, then

°δ= 3 ^3 ^ 507

with equality holding only for the function g(z) which satisfies the algebraic
equation

The expansion of g{z) at the point at infinity begins

7 4 -i . 1 6 s , / 1 i 4-i . 16 s , / 1 i 4 \ 5
+ 169 z t V 3 "^ 507 /7

13
Our proof is due to Jenkins' General Coefficient Theorem.

2. Firstly we give several lemmas which will be used later on.

LEMMA A. Let Q(w)dw2—a(wά-\-βλw
z+β2w

2+βsW+β±)dw2 be a quadratic dif-
ferential on the w-sphere and let
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be a function of class Σo which maps \z\>l onto a domain D admissible with
respect to Q(w)dw2. Let g(z) be a function of class Σo having the expansion at
the point at infinity

where bx=bf. Then

In the case bj=bf, j=l, 2 equality occurs only for g(z)=g*(z).

Proof Let φ{w) be the inverse of g*(z) defined in D. Then we apply the
General Coefficient Theorem in its extended form [6] with Si the w-sphere,
Q(z)dz2 being a(w4+βxw

z+β2w
2+β3w+β4)dw2, the admissible domain D and the

admissible function g(φ(w)). The function g(φ(w)) has the expansion at the
point at infinity

where
a2=b2-bf,

Hence we have the desired inequality. The equality statement follows at once
from the general equality conditions in the General Coefficient Theorem.

LEMMA B. Let g(z) be a function of class Σo having the expansion (1) at
the point at infinity. Then

Γb\ <-Q-.

Proof. Let Gμ(w) be the μ-th Faber polynomial which is defined by

Then Grunsky's inequality [2] has the form

m TO

1 Σ vW^Σ
l
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Putting m—3, xx=x2=0 and # 8 =1 we have the desired inequality.

The following lemma is a simple consequence of the area theorem.

LEMMA C. Let g(z) be a function of class Σo having the expansion (1) at
the point at infinity. Then

3. Next we give certain functions which play the role of extremal func-
tions.

LEMxMA 1. Let Q*(w; X)dw2 be the quadratic differential (w4-2Xw2+X2)dw2,
(0<;X<;4). Let Y be a real number satisfying the condition

(2)

Then there is a function g*(z; X, Y)^Σ0 which satisfies the algebraic equation

(3) w3

and which maps M > 1 onto a domain admissible with respect to Q*(w\X)dw2»
The expansion of g*(z; X, Y) at the point at infinity begins

-~-+Φ(X, Y))z~5+ ~

where

Φ{X, Y)=—~X3+8XY2—ψ-Y3+10XY-2SY2+3X-l8Y—y-.

Proof There are three end domains <£?, Sf, €f in the trajectory structure
of Q*(w X)dw2 on the upper half u>-ρlane. For a suitable choice of deter-
mination the function

maps εf, εf, εf respectively onto an upper half-plane, a lower half-plane and
an upper half-plane, the points X1/2, —X1/2 corresponding to the points —2X3/2/3f

2X3l2β respectively.
On the other hand there are three end domains εlf ε2, ε3 in the trajectory

structure of the quadratic differential

on the domain |^ |>1, 3^>0. For a suitable choice of determination the func-
tion

(4) ζ

maps εlf ε2, εB respectively onto an upper half-plane, a lower half-plane and
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an upper half-plane, the points 1, eιθ, —e~ίθ, —1 corresponding to the points
-(12 cos 2#+4)/3, -16cos80/3, 16cos3#/3, (12cos20+4)/3 respectively.

If X and θ satisfy the condition

(5) 4 cos 20+-3-^ ~l-X3/2^~- cos30 ,

then we can combine the above two functions to obtain a function which maps
the domain M > 1 , 3z>0 into the upper half w-plane. We put Y=cos2θ.
Then the condition (5) is equivalent to the condition (2). By reflection this
function extends to a function g*(z;X9 Y) which maps | z | > l onto a domain
admissible with respect to Q*(w X)dw2. The function g*(z X, Y) satisfies the
algebraic equation (3). Inserting

in (3) we have

(6,
b3=2XY-4Y2+X-6Y-2,

64=0,

bδ=±

This completes the proof of Lemma 1.

Let ©! denote the domain in the XF-plane defined_ by Z>0, 2Y-X+2>0
and 32F-4Z+1K0. We can verify that if (X, r ) e © ! then X and Y satisfy
the condition (2) and that ^ is mapped by (6) onto the closed domain in the
/?A-plane defined by b.+bl-b^O and 12^-

LEMMA 2. On%x

Equality occurs only for X=3/7, Y=—3/7.

Proof The points which satisfy Φx=Φγ=0 are the following four points

/ 3 _ 3 \ /π _l_λ ( 3+V5" - 1 + V 5 " Λ ( 3-V5" -1-V5"\
\7 ' 7 h \Ό> 2 P \ 2 ' 4 h V 2 ' 4 >

These points are not contained in SDj except the point (3/7, —3/7). At the
point (3/7, -3/7) we have Φ=l/147, Φχχ<0, Φir-ΦχχΦrr<0. On the other hand
we have on the boundary of %x
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and

6 Γ A + "256" A

3O2|-<o, o^z^4-.12288 ^ " ' u = ' ~ 4
Hence we have the desired result.

LEMMA 3. Let Q(w; X)dw2 be the quadratic differential {wA-{-Xw2)dw2,
(0fg^<;4). Let Y be a real number satisfying the condition

(7) r + i ^ o , i 2 r + z 3 / 2 + 4 ^ o .

Then there is a function g(z\ X, Y)^Σ0 which satisfi.es the algebraic equation

(8) (

and which maps \z\>l onto a domain admissible with respect to Q(w\X)dw2.
The expansion of g(z X, Y) at the point at infinity begins

where

Proof There are three end domains <5Ί, <?2, <?3 in the trajectory structure
of Q(w X)dw2 on the upper half lί -plane. For a suitable choice of determina-
tion the function

ζ=§w(w2+X)1/2dw

maps €lf €2, βs respectively onto an upper half-plane, a lower half-plane and an
upper half-plane, the positive real axis corresponding to the half-infinite seg-
ment 3ζ=0, Z3/2/3<mζ<oo. If X and θ satisfy the condition

(9) 4 cos 20+-y- rg —j- X3/2,

then we can combine this function with (4) to obtain a function which maps
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the domain M > 1 , 3U>0 into the upper half u>-plane. We put F— cos 20. Then
the condition (9) is equivalent to the condition (7). By reflection this function
extends to a function g(z; X, Y) which maps \z\>l onto a domain admissible
with respect to Q(w; X)dw2. The function g(z;X, Y) satisfies the algebraic
equation (8). Inserting

in (8) we have

V=o,

bλ=—1-

(10) * 2 = 0 ,

s=—^-X2-XY-4Y2——X-6Y-2,

This completes the proof of Lemma 3.

Let ©2 denote the domain in the XF-plane denned by X>0L F + l > 0 ,
12F+Z+4<0 and 36r+7Z+8<0. We can verify that if (X, F)eS) 2 then X
and Y satisfy the condition (7) and that SD2 is mapped by (10) onto the closed
domain in the &A-ρlane denned by 68+ί>i-A^0, 2bs+bl~1^0, 8^+53^+98^+45
^0 and 8

LEMMA 4. On

Equality occurs only for Z=12/13, K= —15/26.

Proof. The points which satisfy Ψx—Ψγ=0 are the following four points

/ 12 15 \ / 0 1 \ / 2 | 2V3" -\ / ? 2V3~ -\

These points are not contained in Ί)2 except the point (12/13, —15/26). At the
point (12/13, -15/26) we have ?P*=4/507, Wxx<0, Ψxγ-ΨXχΨγγ<Q. On the
other hand we have on the boundary of S£)2

ψ(of r)=—^-r 3 -28F 2 -i8F—^-^o, - l g r g — ~ f

ψ(X9 _i)=-^-χ3+_3_Z2__\__χ__l_<α
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—gΓ<0' °= Z = 1

and
Ί_γ 2 \ _ 527 γ 3 1775 γ 2 , 640 γ

' 36 9 / 17496 5832 + 729

Hence we have the desired result.

4. Now we prove the following theorem which includes as a special case
the theorem stated in § 1.

THEOREM. Let g(z) be a function of class Σo having the expansion at the
point at infinity

where b1 and b2 are real.
If b^O, then

( 3 3 \z -ψ-,—rj-j. The expansion of

this function at the point at infinity begins

z+J-z-* 5 z-+f l + *

// b^O, then
caU ^- 1 i 4

5 = 3 ^ 507

with equality holding only for the function g(z\ ~τo-, — 9 Λ " ) The expansion of
this function at the point at infinity begins

z 13 z +~Ϊ69 z + V 3 ~ + 507

Proof. Firstly we consider the case bi^O. We divide this case into several
subcases.

Case 1. Sftfrĝ O. By Lemma B we have

Case 2. (46?+&i—5)/12^9tί>8̂ 0. In this case there is a point (Xo, Yo) in S)α
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such that
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We apply Lemma A with

Q(w)dιv2=(wά-2X0w
2+Xl)dw2,

Then we have

Hence by using Lemma 2 we obtain

^~

— 5 ^ 3 ^ 147 *

Case 3. ίίib^{4:bl+b1—5)/12. By Lemma C we have

2 1 3 1 2 1 5

5 5 3 12 lz

Put P(x)=48x4+24x3+27x2-30x+ll. It is very easy to prove that P\x) is
monotone increasing for O^x^l and P'COXO, P/(l/3)>0. Let λ be the root of
P'(*)=0, 0<^<l/3. Construct AT(x)=4P(x)-xF/(x). Then M » is monotone
decreasing for 0^x^ 1/3 and N(l/3)>0. Hence N(x)>0 for 0^x^ 1/3. Especially
N(;0>0 which implies that P(λ)>0. Therefore P(x)>0 for O^x^l. Hence by
the above inequality we have 3ft65<l/3.

Thus we obtain that if b^Q then

If equality occurs, then b2=0 and, by Lemma 2, b1=2/Ί. Hence by Lemma A

we have g(z)=g*(z;-ψ-9 — ^ - ) .

Next we consider the case fr^O. We also divide this case into several
subcases.

Case 1. Sl6s^—(βf—1)/2. By Lemma C we have

- 5

This implies that SR&6<l/3.
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Case 2. max{-&?+fclf -(5&?+6&1+5)/8,_Γ-(53&ϊ+98ft1+45)/8} ύ^b3^-{b\-
In this case there is a point (XOt Yo) in SD2 such that

m ^ 3 = — j - ^ - ^ o n - 4 r 2 i Z 6 F 2

We apply Lemma A with

i-Z0

Q(w)dw2=(w4+X0w
2)dw2,

Then we have

Hence by using Lemma 4 we have

<JL
5 = 3

__Case 3.
in ^i such that

0, r 0 ) .

_ 4 _ _
507 '

In this case there is a point (Xo,

Hence we have

^ β = 3 i 1 4 7

Case 4. - 5 / 1 6 ^ ^ 0 and 3ftf8^(4δ?+Λ-5)/12. By Lemma C we have

1 1 U I 21 A2 I ±—h
Q ^1 ~Γ i n ί/i12 ^ 12

This implies that 91
Case 5. - 2 / 3 ^ ^ - 5 / 1 6 and mfr3^max {-b\+bu -(5/?f+6^+5)/8}. In this

case ^i^—5/16, Sfl68̂ —2/5. Hence by Lemma C we have

i q Λ i or 1

5 5 25 5 256 ^ 9 '

This implies that $tfr5<l/3.
Case 6. ^i^—2/3 and Sfl&3̂ —(53^i+9861+45)/8. By Lemma C we have

1 4 1
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This implies that $a&6gl

Thus we have that if b^O then

ulU5= 3 ^ 507

If equality occurs, then b2=0 and, by Lemma 4, ^——4/13. Hence by Lemma

/ 12 1
A we have g{z)=g\z;^rg-9 —g
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